YOUR UNIQUE SEALING CHALLENGES HAVE MET THEIR PERFECT MATCH.
Whether you're defending the country, generating energy, powering vehicles, manufacturing equipment or working in any other challenging environment, you depend on your machines and the quality of the components inside. The most demanding industries insist on Qualiseal Technology mechanical sealing solutions.

PREPARE FOR THE ULTIMATE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.

To enhance performance with Qualiseal custom-engineered mechanical sealing solutions, contact the Qualiseal sales team at 708.887.6386 or email sales@qualiseal.com.
In your industry, uptime is critical, repairs are inconvenient and downtime is costly. Qualiseal combines creative problem solving, relentless testing, leading-edge technology, technical leadership and responsive service to make premier mechanical sealing solutions that commodity seals just can’t match.

High speed. High pressure. High heat. Intense cold. Qualiseal mechanical sealing solutions keep fuel, steam, water, thermal oil, hydraulic fluid and coolants flowing smoothly at the toughest worksites, setting the industry standard.

GET EXCEPTIONAL RELIABILITY, LIFE AND PERFORMANCE.

AT HOME IN THE MOST INHOSPITABLE CONDITIONS.
Applications come in many different sizes, and we make components that keep them all running. We manufacture mechanical sealing solutions from 0.250” to 26.00” in diameter, and have the in-house ability to deliver proven results.

**UNIQUE LARGE DIAMETER CAPABILITY.**

From collaborative design to responsive technical support, rely on Qualiseal for end-to-end excellence.

- More than 60 years of expertise delivering proven results
- Top technical, design, process and research expertise
- State-of-the-art tools, manufacturing and inspection equipment
- Proactive, dynamic, ongoing testing and traceability throughout manufacturing
- Short lead times and consistent on-time delivery

**COMPLETE DESIGN AND LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT.**

“I WAS IMPRESSED BY YOUR THOROUGH QUOTING AND DESIGN REVIEW PROCESS. YOU GO THROUGH SO MUCH WORK TO ADDRESS ISSUES BEFORE THE JOB GOES TO PRODUCTION.”

- Manufacturer of Large Custom Engineered Rotary Union and Slip Rings
QUALISEAL TECHNOLOGY IS A GLOBAL LEADER IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF CUSTOM-ENGINEERED MECHANICAL SEALING SOLUTIONS FOR DEMANDING APPLICATIONS.

Every time our parts support an aerospace, energy, defense, marine or other heavy industrial application, it's a testament to our design expertise, state-of-the-art processes and equipment, and collaborative approach. We provide sealing solutions for markets that require exceptional quality, unmatched reliability, responsive service, and consistent on-time delivery and value.
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